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Abstract: In this work, a reconnaissance study is presented to delineate the subsurface structures and 
tectonics of the Eastern Qattara Depression area using the available geophysical data; that include 
Bouguer gravity and aeromagnetic data. To achieve this goal, several transformation techniques and 
filtering processes were accomplished on the Bouguer gravity anomaly map and the total intensity 
aeromagnetic map, through both qualitative and quantitative analyses. At first, the total intensity 
aeromagnetic map was processed through the application of   reduction to the magnetic pole technique. 
In addition, the fast Fourier transform was carried out on the gravity and RTP magnetic data for 
establishing the energy spectrum curve and defining the residual (shallow) and regional (deep) sources. 
By the way, the frequency band pass filtering was used to enhance the anomaly wave lengths 
associated with the shallow and deep sources. For optional separation of the signals, the band pass 
filter was designed for each survey using the matched filtering. The equivalent depths of the isolated 
short wavelength anomalies are 0.759 & 0.340 km below the flight surface, and the depths of the 
intermediate wavelength anomalies are 1.28 & 2.00 km, as well as the depths of the long wavelength 
anomalies are 6.3 & 6.5 km for the gravity and magnetic data, respectively. Finally, the qualitative and 
quantitative interpretations of the available Bouguer gravity and R.T.P. magnetic maps of the Eastern 
Qattara area, northern Western Desert, reflect the occurrence of the various types of structures (folds 
and faults) and their components (anticlines and synclines, as well as their dip-slip and strike-slip 
faults). Added, the main tectonic deformations of the study area have NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW, NE-SW, 
NW-SE and E-W trends. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The studied area lies in the central portion of the northern Western Desert of Egypt, between latitudes 28o 

30\ & 30o 00\ N. and longitudes 27o 30\ & 29o 00\ E. (Fig. 1). The objective of gravity interpretation is to 
recognize the geological characters of the subsurface lithologies and structures from the anomaly map. This is to 
deduce, from the various characteristics (amplitude, shape, sharpness and frequency) of the gravity anomalies, 
the locations and structures that produce the gravity pattern. Gravity measurements have been used to follow 
many types of geological structures, ranging in depth and size from very deep crustal blocks to near -surface 
sedimentary elements.  

In addition, the magnetic prospecting was utilized to explore the oil, minerals and even archaeological 
artifacts. In the prospecting for oil, it gives information, about the depths to basement rocks and thus 
configurative the extent of sedimentary basins. Another application is the delineation of the intra-sedimentary 
and supra-basement magnetic sources, such as the shallow dykes and intrusive, that disrupts the normal 
continuity of the overlying sedimentary sequence. 

 
Geologic  Setting: 

The main topographic features of the northern Western Desert are large plateaus slopping northwards 
closed-in depressions, oases and dunes (Abdine., 1974). Geomorphologically, the study area is a part of the 
featureless plain of Egypt and it may be regarded as a rocky platform of low altitude. The region exhibits a vast 
peneplain, which is covered in many places by wind blown sands and gravels. 

According to El Shazly, et al. (1976), the outcrops of the study area are composed of rocks and loose 
sediments belonging to the Paleocene, Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene and Quaternary ages. Stratigraphically, the 
generalized stratigraphic column of the northern Western Desert (Fig. 2), where the studied area is located, 
shows that the subsurface stratigraphic sequence is ranging in age from Cambro - Ordovician to Recent, resting 
unconformably over the crystalline basement rocks(EL Shaarawy,et al.1994).  Barakat, 1982, subdivided the 
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whole sedimentary section of the northern Western Desert into the lower clastic division (Cambrian to Early 
Mesozoic), the middle calcareous division (Cenomanian to Late Eocene), and the upper clastic division 
(Oligocene to Recent). He also concluded that the detected structural elements in this area are in the form of 
folds, faults and subsurface ridges separating different sedimentary basins. 

 Tectonically, the northern Western Desert represents a part of the unstable belt of the tectonic framework 
of the Egyptian Territory. This area has been subjected to different tectonic regimes since the Paleozoic time, 
which resulted in the construction of many sub-basins, ridges, troughs and platforms. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Location Map of the Study Area 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Subsurface Stratigraphic Column of the Northern Part of the Western Desert. 
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Potential Field Data Of The Study Area: 
It is well known that the gravity anomalies, which are caused by subsurface density contrasts, are easier to 

locate because the shape of the gravity anomalies is a function of the subsurface density distribution only. On 
the other hand,  the magnetic anomalies, which are caused by subsurface magnetic susceptibility contrasts, are 
difficult to interpret because there are more than one factor control the establishment of the magnetic anomalies 
such as the direction of the main earth’s magnetic field, in addition to the inclination and declination of the 
causative bodies with respect to the direction of magnetic north.  The available gravity and magnetic data of the 
study area are as follow: 

 
Gravity data: 

The Bouguer gravity map, with a scale of 1:100,000 and 1 mgal  contour interval (Fig. 3)  (G.P.C. 1986), 
shows two strong positive anomalies shown at the central part, and a third steep positive gradient at the northern 
part of the map. The first one is exhibited as a closure trending ENE-WSW and extended to moderate positive 
anomaly toward the eastern border with E-W trend. The second positive anomaly extends to the north from the 
first one and shows more circular closure taking the WNW-ESE trend of 13 mGal amplitude. The last positive 
gradient extends toward the northern and northwestern part of the map area in a semi-circular shape. 

Strong steep gravity gradients bound the fore-mentioned positive anomalies in all directions and separate 
their from several negative and moderate anomalies in the blue and green colors. The major negative anomaly is 
presented at the southern and southwestern parts of the map area and consists of two NE-SW closures and a 
third one of NNW-SSE trend extended toward the west. The negative anomaly amplitude is about -44 mGal and 
occupies the central part of this closure. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Bouguer Gravity Anomaly Map of the Study Area Showing the Location of the 2 1/2D Gravity  
             Modeling Profiles 

 
Magnetic data: 

The total intensity aeromagnetic map of scale 1: 250,000 and contour interval of 5 nT (Fig. 4) exhibits some 
different style of positive (red color) and negative (blue color) anomalies. However, the map reveals a 
prominent positive feature in a circular shape located at the central part of the mapped area. This major positive 
anomaly of 500 nT.  amplitude  is called Agnes anomaly (red color), where it has as much the same shape as the 
Agnes gravity anomaly, i.e. it is almost equi-dimensional, but slightly elongated about an axis striking few 
degrees northwest of the aeromagnetic map (Fig. 4). The northern part of the map area is occupied by a major 
positive magnetic belt, which is splitted into two positive closures, as well as some small positive noises. The 
first anomaly trends nearly NE-SW with a maximum positive amplitude of 125 nT at the northwestern corner, 
while the second one is nearly irregular in shape at the northeastern part with a maximum positive amplitude of 
125 to 250 nT. Moderate positive anomalies are included between the foregoing positive closures, especially 
around Agnes anomaly. 
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Fig. 4: Total Intensity Aeromagnetic Map of the Study Aree 
 
However, the southern part of the map area reveals major negative magnetic belts. The first one is nearly a 

NE-SW negative magnetic anomaly extending from the southeastern part of the map to the southwestern one 
(blue color). This negative belt exhibits more than six local closures with negative amplitudes ranged from -50 
nT to - 275 nT. Also, these anomalies demonstrate condensed noising in their contour lines. Moreover, the 
southwestern corner of this belt is occupied by a low frequency elongated negative closure (blue color) with 
amplitude ranged from -75 nT to -150 nT. Moreover, moderate NW-SE positive magnetic belt lies between the 
two fore-mentioned negative anomalies. As moderately steep magnetic gradient (green color) bounds the fore-
going southern negative magnetic belt and the northern positive magnetic belt. 

 
Processing Of The Gravity And Magnetic Data: 
1-Reduction to the North Magnetic Pole: 

A reduction-to-the pole (RTP) transformation is typically applied to the total intensity magnetic data to 
minimize the polarity effects (Blakely, 1995). Reduction-to-the pole is a filtering technique used to align the 
peaks and gradients of magnetic anomalies directly over their sources. In the present study, the total intensity 
aeromagnetic anomaly data are reduced to the magnetic pole (RTP), according to Geosoft Oasis Montaj 6.4.2, 
(2007) software. 

A general outlook to this map (Fig. 5), in comparison with the original total intensity aeromagnetic map 
(Fig. 4), reflects the northward shift in the positions of the inherited magnetic anomalies, due to the elimination 
of the inclination and their declination of the magnetic field at this area. Also, the sizes of the anomalies become 
larger and centered over their respective causative bodies to some extent. Added, the magnetic gradients became 
more intensive and steeper, added to the increase of the anomalies reliefs, giving rise to more resolution in both 
the encountered lithologic and structural inferences. It worth-mentioning that, the positive (red color) and 
negative (blue color) magnetic belts formerly described in the total intensity aeromagnetic map (Fig. 4) are well 
cleared and more perfectible in the R.T.P map (Fig.5) with the appearance of some hidden anomalies. 

  
2-Power spectrum analysis transformation: 

The fast Fourier transform was applied on the gravity and magnetic data for calculating the energy spectrum 
curves and estimating the residual (shallow) and regional (deep) sources. This filter is based on the cut-off 
frequencies that pass or reject certain frequency values and pass or reject a definite frequency band. A typical 
energy power spectrum is shown in (Fig. 6) for the gravity data and (Fig. 7) for RTP data of the studied area, 
using Geosoft Oasis Montaj (2007).  
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Fig. 5: R.T.P Magnetic Map of  the Study Area Showing the Location of the 2 1/2 D Magnetic Modeling  
            Profiles  
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Local Power Spectrum of the Bouguer Gravity Data of the Stuy Area. 
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Fig. 7: Local Power Spectrum of the R.T.P. Magnetic Data of the Stuy Area. 

 
The low-pass gravity map (Fig. 8) reveals the influence of the wave length lesser than 0.030 cycle/m cut off 

on the gravitational data, where the anomalies appear to be less sharp than the Bouguer anomaly by the 
suppression of small anomalies and noises than those of high frequencies. The regional gravity field 
demonstrates a general smooth trend pattern. The most attractive feature of this map is that, it readily shows 
alternating high and low linear and isometric anomalies of NE-SW trend occupying the southern and western 
parts, as well as NW-SE trend at the northern part of the map area. The high-pass gravity map (Fig. 9) shows the 
high frequency and short wave length anomalies of limited aerial extension, that emphasizes the shallow-seated 
causative bodies. They are characterized by spot-like features, as the various polarities, amplitudes and trends, in 
which the local anomalies are filtered from the regional trends. In the other hand, this technique for separation 
was applied on the R.T.P. magnetic data to produce the low-pass and high-pass magnetic components maps at 
the two assigned interfaces (Figs. 10 and 11), respectively. 

The (regional) low-pass magnetic component map (Fig. 10) shows deep-seated high amplitude positive and 
negative magnetic anomalies. Careful examination of this map indicates that, some of the magnetic anomalies 
continue to appear from the original R.T.P. magnetic map (Fig.5) to the low-pass map (Fig. 10), but with lower 
amplitudes and frequencies. This low-pass R.T.P magnetic map brings out the major trends affecting the deep-
seated structures of the study area. These structures nearly possess the N-S, E-W and NE-SW, as the main 
structural trends, beside the NW-SE trend, but in less significant order. The (residual) high-pass component map 
(Fig. 11) clearly shows several clusters of positive and negative magnetic anomalies, which are of higher 
resolution than those of the R.T.P. map. The local variations in both frequency and amplitude of these anomalies 
may be due to the difference in their compositions and/or their relative depths of their sources. The major trends 
(E-W, NW-SE, NNW-SSE and NE-SW) are distinguished for the near-surface structures in the study area. 

 
Qaulitative Interpretation: 
Extracting the gravity and magnetic Sources using Matched Band-pass Filtering: 

Normally the gravity and aeromagnetic signals from the near-surface sedimentary geologic units and 
cultural (man-made) features will have much lower amplitudes and much shorter wavelengths than the gravity 
and aeromagnetic signals from deeply buried crystalline geologic units within the bedrock. In this situation, 
Fourier band-pass filtering can be used to isolate and enhance the anomaly wavelengths associated with the 
shallow (or deep) sources. For optimal separation of the signals, the band-pass filters must be designed for each 
survey using a process known as “matched filtering” (Phillips,2000). The Bouguer gravity and reduced to the 
pole magnetic data (Figs.  3 & 5) can be used to illustrate this process. Cultural sources and shallow geologic 
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units produce weak and short-wavelength gravity and magnetic anomalies. The deeper geologic units produce 
stronger gravity and magnetic anomalies with longer wavelengths. This is reflected by varying slopes in the 
Fourier power spectra of the Bouguer gravity and RTP magnetic data, which have been averaged for all 
azimuths (Figs 12 A& 13A), shown in (light blue), are fitted by a series of linear curves representing the power 
spectra of simple equivalent gravity and magnetic layers.  

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Low- Pass Filtered Gravity Mep (Frequency cutoff=0.03 cycle/km) 
 

 
Fig. 9: High- Pass Filtered Gravity Mep (Frequency cutoff=0.03 cycle/km) 
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Fig. 10: Low- Pass Filtered R.T.P Magnetic Mep (Frequency cutoff=0.042 cycle/km) 
 

 
 

Fig. 11: High- Pass Filtered R.T.P Magnetic Mep (Frequency cutoff=0.042 cycle/km) 
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The first step in designing a filter (using program MFDESIGN of Phillips, 1997) is to fit the noise only at 
the short wavelength end of the spectrum with straight lines representing the spectra of a thin gravity and 
magnetic layer containing random gravity and magnetizations (Figs. 12A& 13A). The effect of this layer is 
subtracted from the spectrum, and the intermediate wavelengths of the residual spectra are fitted with 
another straight line representing the spectrum of a near-surface source layer (Figs. 12B& 13B). This process is 
continued until the long wavelength end of the spectrum is fitted with the deepest equivalent source layer (Figs 
12C& 13C). At this point, the combined spectrum of all the equivalent layers should approximately match the 
spectrum of the data (Figs 12D& 13D). Fourier band-pass filters for extracting the data signals of each of the 
equivalent layers are computed as the spectrum of the individual equivalent layer divided by the combined 
spectrum of all the equivalent layers (Figs 12E& 13E), which is used to separate out the gravity and magnetic 
anomalies produced by that layer.  

 

 
 
Fig. 12: The Fourier Power Spectrum of Gravity Data for Matched Band pass Filtering 
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Fig. 13: The Fourier Power Spectrum of Gravity Data for Matched Band pass Filtering 

 
The intermediate wavelength band-pass filter (in green) and the long-wavelength band-pass filter (in gold) 

represent the deeper geologic sources. The dashed line in this curve represents the iteration steps for the 
optimum separation. The filters are applied to the observed gravity and magnetic data, using MFFILTER 
program of Phillips, 1997, to separate the short, medium and long wavelength gravity and magnetic anomalies 
by apparent source depths. 

The Bouguer gravity map of the study area (Fig. 3) can be used to illustrate this process. The shallow 
geologic units produce weak, short wave length gravity anomalies, as illustrated in Fig. (14). This map contains 
gravity anomalies produced by shallow geological sources with equivalent dipole layer for this band-pass 
located at 0.759 Km below the flight surface. The intermediate wavelength map (Fig. 15) involves gravity 
anomalies produced by geologic sources at intermediate depths. The equivalent gravity half-space for this band-
pass is located at 1.28 Km. below the flight surface.  

Moreover, the long wave length map (Fig.16) includes the gravity anomalies from the deepest and broadest 
features of the geology, as deduced from the shapes, altitudes and lateral extensions of the contour anomalies of 
this map. So, the equivalent gravity half space for this band-pass is located at 6.3 Km depth. 

In the same way, the shallow geologic units produce weak and short wavelength R.T.P magnetic anomalies, 
as illustrated in (Fig.17). The map reveals magnetic anomalies produced by shallow geologic sources with 
equivalent dipole layer for this band-pass located 0.340 Km. below the flight surface. The intermediate wave 
length map (Fig.18) contains R.T.P magnetic anomalies produced by effective sources at intermediate depths. 
The equivalent R.T.P magnetic half space for this band-pass is located 2.00 Km. Furthermore, the long 
wavelength map (Fig. 19) contains the R.T.P magnetic anomalies from the deepest and more broadest sources of 
the geologic section, as deduced from the shape, altitude and lateral extension of the contour anomalies of this 
map. Also, the equivalent R.T.P magnetic half space for this band-pass is located nearly 6.5 Km. depth. 
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Fig. 14: Short Wave- Length  Component of Gravity Data, using Matched Filtering 

 
 

Fig. 15: Medium Wave-Length  Component of Gravity Data, using Matched Filtering 
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Fig. 16: Long Wave- Length  Component of Gravity Data, using Matched Filtering 
 

 
 

Fig. 17: Short Wave- Length  Component of R.T.P Magnetic Data, using Matched Filtering 
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Fig. 18: Medium Wave-Length  Component of R.T.P Magnetic Data, using Matched Filtering 
 

 
 

Fig. 19: Long Wave-Length  Component of R.T.P Magnetic Data, using Matched Filtering 
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Quantitative Interpretation: 
The quantitative interpretation is considered the backbone for all the interpretational methods. It involves 

all numerical analytical functions applied on the potential field data. It has the optimum role in the 
interpretational process, where it helps in determining the different geologic constrains including positions, 
shapes, depths, thicknesses and compositions of the sources. In the present study, the quantitative interpretation 
of potential field data can be discussed under the following approach. 

 
Forward Modeling: 

The quantitative interpretation used a 2.5-D gravity/magnetic interactive modeling package running on 
GM-SYS software (1999). The Bouguer gravity values along five profiles (Fig. 3) were traced and used as the 
observed gravity profiles. Comparable profiles were taken in the same locations on the RTP magnetic map, as 
shown in figure (5). 

These profiles were taken along NW-SE, NE-SW and NNE-SSW directions, at right angles to the major 
geologic features. The potential fields (gravity/magnetic) were calculated iteratively for the basement structural 
cross-sections until good fits were reached between the observed and the calculated profiles. The lithologic units 
of the basement complex in the study area can be viewed, according to the classification of igneous rocks in 
terms of their susceptibilities. The lower susceptibilities (from 0.000153 to 0.000327 in cgs-units) and the 
densities (from 2.58 to 2.74 g/cc) are expected to be due to acidic rocks, while the high susceptibilities (until 
0.0036 cgs-units) and the densities (until 2.84 g/cc) are supposed to due to basic rocks.  

Here below is a brief discussion for a three selected modeled profiles (AA', CC' and DD'). 
 
Profile A-A': 

The modeled profile (Fig. 20) covers about 168 km long and cutting across the western portion of the study 
area in the NNE-SSW direction. It passes through the major high features (southern part of the Qattara ridge) at 
its NNE part, as well as minor low features at its central and southern parts.  

The profile was modeled using 20 polygons, representing 20 basement blocks with different sizes, 
compositions, depths, configurations and tilts. They make a perfect fit between the calculated anomalies and the 
observed ones. These fittings verify the proposed subsurface structures in the lower part. The positive magnetic 
anomalies are related to the uplifts or horst structures, whereas the broad negative ones are recognized with 
graben structures or sedimentary basins; while the gravity data are less comprehensive. 

The apparent susceptibilities along this trend vary greatly from 0.001 to 0.006 cgs-units. The rock 
susceptibilities show gradual increase toward the east and west of the profile map, where the basement complex 
seems to be intruded by basic igneous rocks. 

The rock densities along this trend range between 2.18 g/cc to the west (P4), and 2.55 g/cc in the center 
(P12) and to the east (P20 & P21). The density values show slight increase toward the central and eastern parts. 
The basement surface is characterized by uplifted and down-faulted blocks forming some horsts and grabens. The maximum 
depth to basement (4.5 km) lies at the east central part of the profile (P10 - P11 and P16 - P17)), meanwhile the 
minimum depth (1.5 km) is traced at the eastern part (P20 and P21).  

 
Profile C-C': 

The traverse profile C-C' trends nearly NE-SW direction and crosses profiles D-D' and E-E', along 145 km. 
It passes through the strongest gravity and magnetic anomaly in the study area (Agnes ridge) and the lowest one 
(Abu Gharadig basin), which are clearly defined in the observed gravity and magnetic profiles.  

This profile has been modeled using eighteen polygons (Fig. 21), with density values ranging from 2.13 
g/cc (P3) to 2.60 g/cc (P9) near Agnes horst, for having the best fit between the observed and calculated gravity 
profiles. The minimum depth to the basement surface is 2.3 km over the eastern and central parts (P9 to P13 and 
P14) of Agnes horst, while the maximum depth is 4.3 km at the extreme west central part (P2 to P5) of Abu 
Gharadig Basin and the moderate depth is 3.6 Km at the extreme eastern part (P16 and P17) at Miswag grabin 
and some other polygons. The proposed polygons indicate that, the basement surface and the overlying 
sedimentary cover are affected by normal faults with different throws and dip angles, especially around Agnes 
horst. 

 
A- Deep-Seated Structural Features: 

The deep-seated structural features of the study area (Fig. 23), which mostly dissect the upper mantle and 
crust, are integrated as swell and trough belts intervened by faults of varying trends. However, the northern 
border of the map area is concordant with a small high belt, followed to the south by a graben belt of WNW-
ESE trend and NE-SW nose, through a major normal fault of southward throw. This trough belt is formed from 
two negative features and broken by a set of NNE-SSW normal faults through variable fault blocks. Such trough 
belt is followed eastwardly by incomplete swell through a NW-SE fault of eastward throw. Moreover, the 
foregoing trough is followed southwardly by a complex swell regime through a northward throwing normal fault 
of broken segments and varying trends. 
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Fig. 20: 21/2   Gravity and  Magnetic Modeling Along profile A-A. 
 

Added, the fore-mentioned swell regime is formed from four blocks, central of low relief  and ENE-WSW 
trend, northern of N-S trend, western of E-W trend, and southern of incomplete shape occupying the 
southeastern corner of the map area. This swell system is bounded by NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW normal faults 
throwing outwardly, and intervened internally by ENE-WSW faults throwing inwardly toward the in-between 
troughs. Westward of this swell regime, there are two trough belts of ENE-WSW trend bordered by normal 
faults of the same trend and throwing inward, while other normal faults cross these trough belts in NNW-SSE 
and NNE-SSW trends. The southern trough belt is of lower magnitude than the northern, while both of them are 
subtending between them a low relief swell of the same trend. 

A mere glance to the foregoing deep-seated structural features reflects that, the folding elements are 
trending N-S, NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W trends, while the faulting elements are orienting NNW-SSE, NNE-
SSW, NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W (ENE-WSW and WNW-ESE). However, the occurrence of the NNW-SSE 
trend on the expense of the NNE-SSW trend makes the earlier trend is older than the later one. These two 
structural trends (NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW) are dissected by the NE-SW and NW-SE trends, giving rise to 
older time for the earlier trends than the later ones.      
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Fig. 21: 21/2  Gravity and  Magnetic Modeling Along profile C-C`. 

  
Moreover, the NE-SW trend is intervened by the NW-SE trend, making the earlier trend is older than the 

later one. Also, these two later trends (NE-SW and NW-SE) are broken by the ENE-WSW and WNW-ESE (or 
E-W), giving rise to older time for the earlier trends than the later ones. By this way, these trends can be 
classified in ascending order of time as: NNW-SSE, NNE-SSW, NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W (ENE-WSW and 
WNW-ESE) as shown by Abu El Ata (1988). 

 
Profile D-D': 

The traverse profile D-D' runs nearly parallel to profile E-E' in the NW-SE direction, but to the southwest, it 
extends about 170 km long. The Bouguer and RTP profiles show that, they are composed of different anomalies 
of varying wavelengths and amplitudes that may reflect great variations in compositions and depths to the 
sources of these anomalies. The characteristic feature of this model is that, some magnetic maxima are 
associated with the gravity minima and vice versa, as shown in the central part of the model. 

Figure (22) shows good fitting between the calculated and observed curves. The lower cross section reveals 
twenty one polygons of different parameters, which establish the subsurface situation along this trend. The tilted 
fault blocks of the basement have different attitudes, depths, densities and susceptibilities. They locate a deep 
basinal area in the northwestern part, where the thickness of the sedimentary cover is about 5.0 km (Abu 
Gharadig basin). The high magnetic character over this basin of thick sediments is compensated by the high 
density (2.45 g/cc) and high susceptibility (0.012 cgs-units) of the underlying basement units.  
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Fig. 22: 21/2 Gravity and  Magnetic Modeling Along profile D-D`. 

 
Added, the density of the proposed polygons ranges from 2.31 at polygon no.16 to about 2.60 g/cc at 

polygon no.15. The depth to the basement surface along the southern part ranges from 1.5 km at the 
northwestern part of the model (Qattara ridge), and at the central part (Agnes – Miswag ridge ) to 5.0 Km at the 
west central part ( Abu Gharadig Basin ) and to 4.8 Km at the southeastern part (Diyur low). The model 
indicates that, the fault pattern is common and plays an essential role in complicating the subsurface situation. It 
assumes some major normal fault planes with large throws bounding the sedimentary basins and ridges.  

 
Structural Tectonic Evolution: 

After enumerating the structural features complicating the continuity of the deep-seated and shallow-seated 
sections through the gravity and magnetic 2.5D models, it is needed to illustrate these features, map-wise, for 
these sections in evolutionary way. Accordingly, the deep-seated structural features and the shallow-seated 
structural elements are represented in the study area, belt-wise and trend-wise, as shown as follow: 

 
B- Shallow-Seated Structural Elements: 

Then after, the shallow-seated structural elements of the study area (Fig. 24), which intervene the basement 
complex and the overlying sedimentary sequence, are cumulated as anticlinal and synclinal zones dissected by 
faults of varying parameters.  

By this way, the considered area is characterized by the presence of six anticlinal zones mutually repeated 
by other seven synclinal zones, mostly of E-W trend (or ENE-WSW and WNW-ESE). The NE-SW and NW-SE 
faults are numerous and form together horsts, grabens, and step-like blocks of dip-slip and strike-slip elements. 
The dip-slip components of the foregoing faults increase the structural relief of the operating folding belts, while 
the strike-slip components of these faults displaced the faulted-folded belts in right-lateral and left-lateral 
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movements. Moreover, the E-W (ENE-WSW and WNW-ESE) faults border the folding belts in dip-slip 
components and in other cases accompanied with strike-slip movements, both representing the more 
predominant fault trend at that shallow depth range. 
 

 
 
Fig. 23: Deep-seated Structural Features of the Study Area. 

 
Summary And Conclusions: 

The present study aims to map the configuration of buried basement rocks, their structures and lithology. 
Also, it throws more light on the tectonic elements concerned with the distribution of the sedimentary basins and 
ridges, and the related swells and troughs of the basement complex, in addition to a reasonable picture about the 
shallow-seated and deep-seated structures intervening their rocks. 

 First of all, the total intensity aeromagnetic map of the study area was reduced to the northern magnetic 
pole (RTP) to locate the magnetic anomalies directly above their causative sources. The visual inspection of the 
RTP magnetic map defines a rapid change in the subsurface conditions and/or lithologic characters. On the other 
hand, this map shows different anomalies of varying frequencies and amplitudes, which reveal various causative 
sources, as well as varying depths and compositions. 

The Bouguer gravity anomaly map reflects that, the gravitational field generally increases toward the 
central and northern directions. This may indicate that, the crustal-mantle boundary is deeper toward the 
southwestern parts than the central and northern parts of the study area, or may be due to the presence of more 
dense rocks toward these parts. Moreover, the negative gravity anomalies were attributed to the occurrence of 
sedimentary basins, while the high gravity anomalies were explained by some basement highs. The separation 
between the positive and negative zones can be represented by fault lines along gradient trends. They run mainly 
in the E-W, NW-SE, NE-SW and N-S directions. 

Regional-residual separation techniques were applied on both the Bouguer gravity and RTP magnetic maps 
in order to separate the shallow anomalies (structures) from the deeper ones. This separation was carried out in 
the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transformation, which is designed through the analysis of energy 
spectrum of the magnetic and gravity maps. The Bouguer / RTP anomaly maps of the study area were separated 
using this technique into high pass (residual) and low pass (regional) gravitational/magnetic anomalies, 
according to the results of the power spectral analysis.  
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Fig. 24: Shallow-seated Structural Elements of the Study Area. 
 
The gravity and RTP magnetic data can be separated into regional and residual components by using the 

band-pass matched filter technique. So, the cultural sources and shallow geologic effects produce weak and 
short wavelength anomalies. The deeper ones result stronger anomalies with longer wavelengths. This is 
reflected by varying steps in the Fourier power spectrum of the data. The short wave length of the band-pass 
filter expresse the shallow geology, while the intermediate and long wave lengths of the band-pass filter 
represent the deeper geologic sources. 

The 2.5-D modeling technique was used for the data profile modeling, where more than one anomaly is 
considered in the process. The comparative study between the 2.5-D gravity and magnetic modeling was applied 
through constructing five profiles. They establish the relation between the gravity/magnetic anomalies and the 
causative rock units and their properties. The results indicate that, the area can be divided mainly into some 
major units of relatively thick sedimentary cover conceal beneath their more complicated basement features 
made up of a number of swells and troughs forward due to intense tectonic phases. The models indicate that, the 
basement rocks are almost affected by nearly vertical normal faults with varying throws and dips. They provide 
evidence that, the basement swell and trough features play an essential role in the distribution of the sedimentary 
cover as ridges and basins.  

The aforementioned qualitative and quantitative interpretations of the available Bouguer gravity and R.T.P. 
magnetic maps of the studied area reflect the occurrence of various types of structures (folds and faults) and 
their components (anticlines and synclines, as well as dip-slip and strike-slip faults). These structural elements 
in the considered area can be arranged, trend-wise and depth-wise as follow: The deepest are the folds and faults 
of NNW-SSE, then those of NNE-SSW trend. These are followed upwardly by the faults and folds of NE-SW 
trend, these those of NW-SE trend, and finally the faults of E-W (ENE-WSW and WNW-ESE) trend is the 
shallowest. 
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